
For Everyone at Rosedene 

While our pupils worked from home during the Covid-19 pandemic, we 

give them various projects to help keep them motivated and happy. We 

asked some of them to write a poem about HOPE for the elderly 

residents and staff at Rosedene care home. 

This is what they wrote… 

HOPE 
For the Staff… 

Thank you for looking after the people in your home 

and making them feel they are not alone. 

Giving them care  

and helping them to cope. 

will help them realise there is always hope. By Ethan 

 

For the Residents… 

Hope comes in all shapes and sizes 

and along the way you get surprises. 

Don’t lose hope you are not alone 

you have us at Cherry Tree, 

we will soon visit your home. By Ethan 

 

For Staff… 

You work so hard 

you give your all 

caring, sharing 

but most of all, 

the love you share 

the way you are 

you give us hope 

and that goes far. By Amber 

 

For Staff… 

To all care workers on the front line 

don’t fret everything will be fine. 

Once this is all over, we will remember when you were kind and nice. 

These tough days when you give the biggest sacrifice. 

As the days get longer and the evenings bright. 

We won’t forget to clap for you on a Thursday night.  

So, thank you again our heroes without capes, 

You will be a massive part of our great escape. By Amber 



 

For Everyone… 

H is for happiness, good health and hope 

O is for opportunity, opulence of wealth and gold 

P id for pride, precious memories of past events 

E is for eternal love and all enchanted as above. By Jack 

 

For Everyone… 

Looking out of my window 

I see birds flying high, chirping. 

I see the sun shining and the breeze making the leaves on the trees 

dance. 

The clouds are moving slowly changing shapes as they go, 

and in those clouds, I see dogs riding on the backs of angels 

This is a sign of hope. By Ruby 

 

For Everyone… 

Dear Rosedene, 

Here we sit in cosy seats 

dreaming in times gone by. 

Churchill, the war, rations, despair 

praying our loved ones don’t die. 

 

We lived through times of unsure plans 

we worried all over worst fears. 

Showing smiles, hiding dread 

holding back the tears. 

 

When we are challenged just like before, 

we will show our stronger sides. 

We will keep our faith and love and hope, 

until this time subsides. By Amber 

 

For Everyone… 

Hopeful – yes, I am. Hopeful for today.  

Hopeful for the future and hopeful every day. 

Take some music and use it. 

Let it take all your stress away  

and be hopeful there will be a way.  

I know this isn’t easy but it’s all ok  

because you just have to be hopeful. By Harmony 


